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John crestani super affiliate 3.0 review

Before I decided to write my Super Affiliate System review, my first impression was not good. I had seen the creator, John Crestani waving a bunch of dollar bills in front of the camera a few times. It's an eyesore, and it involves a get-rich-quick scheme. Because most of such images (eg someone looks ecstatic during the money shower)
are associated with scam products that mislead users to a 'shiny object syndrome'. But I'm happy to tell you the Super Affiliate System is legit and it will allow you to learn how to be successful in affiliate marketing. Super Affiliate System is a video-only training program for affiliate marketing. It consists of 50 hours worth of recorded training
over 6 weeks that teaches you about CPA (cost per action) affiliate marketing, using paid traffic sources. There is also a free weekly webinar. The training is focused on copywriting skills, research and data analysis skills. Tuition fees aren't exactly affordable for everyone ($997 one-time fee), but it includes regular messages via email, text,
push notifications and voicemail. It provides ClickFunnels templates, meaning that users are strongly advised to join ClickFunnels, which will cost $97 per month, although it will give you a manual option to add to your own web hosting service. Super Affiliate System ReviewAs its name suggests it's all about affiliate marketing. Therefore
anyone looking to make money online but not having their own products to sell may consider participating. But because the course includes marketing tips that work universally, it is also useful for those who have their own materials to sell. The bulk of the training is about paid advertising, meaning you have to be willing to spend money on
ads. In return, a paid advertising option will give you a chance to earn a significant amount of income in a short period of time. If you want to become a successful internet marketer without spending money, you will have to spend a long time building a customer base entirely from organic traffic before you can start to see passive income.
This is a course and there is no guarantee of success, but if you take all the advice that John and other experts give, you will hopefully see the return on your investment without too many attempts and mistakes. The course is in video format, unfortunately it is not for people who want to digest information in text format, although some
information is available in PDF. In summary, the Super Affiliate System is suitable for people who are; Do you want to make success in affiliate marketing in a short period of time,Looking to receive training via video, andWilling to spend money on advertising and tools. The six-week training session is programmed as follows. Week 1 -
System Setup: Join an affiliate network, create a website and page, join ClickFunnels, create a Facebook Facebook 2 - Setting up Google Ads: Set up Google search ads and display ads, set up Adwords Conversion Pixel.Week 3 - Youtube Ads Setup: Set up a YouTube channel and YouTube ad. Week 4 - Advanced Ad Tactics: Common
Errors and How to Avoid and Copywriting Technique. Week 5 - Presell pages and scaling: Split test count pages, how to scale up your ads within your budget. Week 6 - Product Selection: Choose your niche, ClickBank and other affiliate networks, common mistakes to avoid. As you can see, the course is largely focused on paid
advertising, what the most marketable products to promote and how you can send potential buyers to presell pages with these products. You will also learn how to find niche products and identify an appropriate market, as well as how to research keywords. You will be provided with useful resources including; Ad swipes: Ad swipe
templates in various niches including bizopp (make money), weight loss, skin care, brain enhancement, etc. It includes Facebook Ad swipe files, video ad files, Google Ad swipe files, YouTube video ad, plus 200+ pages worth of bizopp ads. Presell pages: Landing page templates that you can load to your ClickFunnels account in many
different languages. Also, study presell pages that you can manually set it up without using ClickFunnels.A list of 150,000 emails that you can use: The actual buyers list that you can load on Google ads and Facebook ads to create a lookalike audience. Others: including recommended affiliate network/advertising networks to participate,
legal resources. Help and SupportSuper Affiliate System is fully interactive. Help and support are available as follows. Community forum where you can ask questions and give advice to others if you can. It is also useful in motivating aspects. Facebook group where you can also get in touch with other members to help each other. More
than 62,000 members are part of the group. Email support: you can expect a response within 24 hours. Internet Jetset Internet Jetset was John Crestani's original course, now it is included in the Super Affiliate System as a free bonus. The training includes how to choose your niche, social traffic, copywriting tips, authority review sites and
tips for building your own website. Criticism of Super Affiliate SystemI has seen some affiliate marketing criticize this method as an aggressive hard-sell style, and not fully supporting audience (potential buyers). I would somewhat agree because I think that affiliate marketing is about helping people who are looking for a solution to the
problem they may have. Whereas the Super Affiliate System is about yourself as a seller. If you sell, you're lucky, but if you don't, try again. There is no regard for the people who may or may not purchase the products. On the other hand, I am also aware that this is how people earn 6.7 figures. It will be extremely difficult to make money
money you keep listening to people's problems and really try to be on their side. You have to sell to survive. Good news is, Super Affiliate System is a very helpful program for users. This means that existing users believe in this system and therefore they can recommend it to others and receive an affiliate commission (see below).50%
Affiliate PayoutsSuper Affiliate System itself may seem expensive at $997, but the good news is that it is a one-time charge. Even the better news is that it provides 50% affiliate commission if you promote SAS yourself. This means that if you refer to two people, your entire training fee and resources will be paid for.30-day Money Back
GuaranteeJohn offers 30-day no questions asked the money back guarantee if you feel that the education system is not for you. Each online marketing training platform offers a different style and uniqueness. You'll never know if it gives you a perfect business opportunity until you're actually at it. So it's a big insurance policy for you.
Although the quality and helpfulness is proven by thousands of existing members. Super Affiliate System Pros and Cons Great if you prefer to learn everything through video lectures instead of digesting from publication materials. Proven pre-narrated templates and ad swipes. Good help and support.30-day no doubt put the money back
guarantee. Expensive. Even if it's one-off. Only training. You will need to be prepared to spend money on web hosting and advertising. Only video training means you have to sit through. Super Affiliate System Review – Conclusion: If you were wondering if the Super Affiliate System was a scam, you now know it's 100% legitimate system
that allows to make money online in a short period of time. Like all other internet marketing methods, it requires some trials and errors, plus initial investments. But by following the steps and listening to John Crestani and other experts, it is possible for you to earn six figures a year. The price you pay is your commitment and you will see
the return (and beyond, as passive income) by focusing on all the advice you receive. I would recommend the Super Affiliate System. You can also blog and make money! Learn every step that I took to make $6,000 every month from blogging and niche affiliate marketing from here. Product: Super Affiliate System 3.0 Creator: John
Crestani (also creator of SAS 2.0 and Internet Jetset) Price: $997 or $397/3 times split payments. Should I recommend: Yes, but not for everyone. Affiliate marketing and CPA marketing are getting harder and harder. We all have to admit this as there is a lot of competition and there are a lot of bad stuffs online. So for success in this
industry, you have to try something new and it should work. This is where I Found Super Affiliate 3.0, one of the best internet marketing course I've ever learned so far. The first time on the since 2014 and now nominated as a legendary. Let's read my Super Affiliate System 3.0 review so you know how it works. What is Super Affiliate
System 3.0? Who Is Super Affiliate System 3.0 For? Any marketers of any experience Espeically for those who want to scale their affiliate earnings CPA Marketers who don't rely much on free traffic You are lazy to write ad text as well as presell page And many more,.. Main features and Demo of Super Affiliate System 3.0 Now I will show
you exactly what inside this course. Here is the member's area when you log in. Or if you are still new to this business, you can visit the Internet Jetset area. If you need help, there is a forum available and it is always active. It is now a 2 part product. Part 1 is an automated Ad poster software, while the part 2 is a 6 week course. 1.Ad
Poster Here is the dashboard of the software. There are some predone Ad Copy templates for you that you can use immediately. Within clicks, you can post your FB ads directly in the member's area. And of course you can manage your ad goals. Then do it live on Facebook. In fact, this can save you enormous time and energy. 2.Six
Weeks Course To help you start your business quickly, he has switched from 12 week course to 6 week course. a.Week 1: System Setup Initially, you will learn about the basics of Affiliate Marketing. Then you need to configure websites. He recommends Bluehost as the main WordPress Hosting. He then instructs clickfunnels. With
Clickfunnels, you can 1 click cloning his pre-selling pages. After this, you will learn from his FB Ads Setup. He'll help you understand the system from scratch, that's the best thing. And best of all, he'll give DFY Presell Page. Not only that, you also have his Facebook Custom Audiences. In fact, these audiences are mostly those who have
money and ready to buy, and they are the audience that John has targeted before. After doing the setup, now, you can join an affiliate network. Usually CPA Networks rarely approve Newbie, so he instructs you how to join them. You are advised to tell them that you are referred from John Crestani for better treatment. b.Week 02 : Google
Ads Setup First, he wants to give you a correct mindset. To succeed with Super Affiliate System 3.0, you will definitely need investment for ads. After having the correct mindset,now,you can conduct niche research. With Cpa marketing, it is important to choose a winning offer. And the course shows you how to choose an offer that sells in
ad networks. Again and again, you need to invest money on advertising. Super Affiliate System 3.0 will focus on FB Ads, Google Ads, Linkedin text ads, native ads and Youtube ads. When he in researching, you learn how he does it in real life. From real advertising, landing page and offers. Besides, he's instructing you. how to build your
own network. And what the buyer wants so you have better targeting and better Copy. Week 03: Youtube Ad Setup Week 04: Advanced Ad Tactics Once you understand about the system, then it's time to build your marketing prowess. In this module, Ronnie Sandine will show you an idea to brainstorm advertorial. I know the course will
give you DFY Ad Swipes, but in some cases you can still do it yourself Copywriting is important because it will have a direct impact on your conversions and Epcs. Of course, you can implement from their strategy as they are all actionable. And finally, John will learn about 17 step copywriting methods that write an advertorial, salescopy
that sells And don't forget that John provides homework and cheatsheet that will get you to practice and improve your skills. Week 05 : Presell pages and scaling week 06 : Product selection and resource boxing targeting Initially, you'll get access to ad targeting data. In addition, you have access to John's Predone Presell Pages. You can
either 1 click cloning with Clickfunnels or upload some index file to WordPress Host. My Super Affiliate System 3.0 Review Video (Please Watch) To give you a correct understanding about the course, I have recorded a full review demo video about it. So before you buy, turn on your volume and watch these videos first. Pricing of Super
Affiliate System 3.0 Currently are these two main price plans for SAS 3.0. When compared to other CPA courses, I appreciate this one the most and mark as my first recommendation. Most people will choose the $997 option. Bonus From Me To help your life much easier, I'll add some extra bonuses if you get Super Affiliate System 3.0
via my link. Just buy from Digistore and then email me on contact@dailyjobkiller.com with your name and your receipt, I'll check and then manually give you access after that. Benefits of Super Affiliate System 3.0 Easy to learn video training lessonIt's not just about what, but also on howLuking Pre-Done Presell pages for various
Niche/Offers using Clickfunnels and/or WordPressFast Support Team and Dedicated Community System is 100% Legit Cons by Super Affiliate System 3.0 Somewhat high price when compared to most other courses Final Verdict In summary, Super Affiliate System 3.0 is one of the best affiliate marketing course I've ever seen. The
training is incredible and it's really legit so you can make real money online. As a marketer, using paid ads can give you higher AOV and make greater income thanks to quality and Ad Value. So if you are an action taker and you have the correct mindset, well, Super Affiliate System 3.0 is a big yes from daily job killer. To begin with, use a
website and a domain name. Web hosting can be as low as $5/month and a domain name can be purchased for as low as $10/year (in some some it may be lower!).   Compared to other companies, these are downright cheap starting costs.  Seriously.... Your affiliate startup investment is about the cost of about 2 Starbucks drinks each
month.  With your purchase of Super Affiliate System PRO (rebranded from Internet Jetset System), you will receive: Instant access to John Crestani's Super Affiliate System PRO courses on paid advertisingThru experiments, tests, and using John's own money, you will get access to his strategies and methods on how to run a successful
paid advertising campaignLå on How to Create an Online Business from Scratch , jump-start your business as you are on steroidsPerpetual Support from the Super Affiliate System (rebranded from the Internet Jetset System) community, you are the value of the 5 people you meet, be prepare to meet like-minded people who are like
duReliable, Creative, and supportive place to share your ideas or get inspiration, sometime you will need a blade board to see If it's a greatArsenals of Best of Breed tools and resources available at your fingertip, don't let the technical slow you down, let's do the processing for you so you can focus on what's most important to you
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